
Entry Level Tournament Awesomeness 

YES – We will host a party with tennis matches, music during play, snacks, singles, doubles and off-court games! 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Why? Entry-level tournaments can be a wide range of formats, durations and experiences - the scope of which can be confusing 
for both providers and parents. A "Tennis BASH" is a simple, clearly defined, turn-key and consistently fantastic entry-level 
tournament experience.  
 
Tennis BASH - Defining Characteristics:  

 Staff/Volunteers are Super Friendly and Supportive 
o Enthusiastically greet kids and parents, introduce kids to one another (new instant friends), facilitate fun mixer 

warm-up. 

 Music *During* Match Play  

 Timed Matches (15-20 minutes) 
o kids are sent out for matches, music starts and play begins! 
o music stops, play stops, kids report scores. get assigned new opponent(s), new partner (if doubles) and a court 
o music resumes - play resumes! 

 Off-Court Fun - ping pong, cornhole, soccer, games, challenges. Facilities are encouraged to get creative. Must offer at 
least three "Off-Court Fun" options. 

 Snacks! - offer some snacks, food or have a pizza party! 

 Singles *and* Doubles 
o Doubles features - lots of high-5s, court monitors give basic positioning guidance 

 Lottery - can randomly assign doubles partners by pulling names from a hat 
 Dream Teams - organizers can watch singles and make up Dream Teams to help kids have a fun, 

positive and competitive doubles experience 

 BASH Duration = 90 minutes (2 hours = absolute maximum) 

 10U Kids Earn Youth Progression STARS for participating! 

The emphases of Tennis BASH entry level tournaments are: 

 Having Fun 

 Making Friends 

 Sportsmanship 

 Gaining Tennis Match-Play Experience  

 Learning / Improving 

Value Propositions for Facilities 

 Helps their members, kids and families fall in love with tennis 

 Incredibly easy to organize and administer 

 Timed Matches = precise scheduling and optimal court time utilization 

 Supports instructional programming - Coaches can send players or entire JTT teams to a Tennis BASH for practice! 

 Youth Progression - 10U kids earn youth progression awards - helping them progress and clear levels in the 10U Youth 
Progression 

 Easy to Play - kids do not need to be USTA members 

 Parents - can go out to dinner at a nearby partner restaurant, participate in tennis programming for them, run errands, 
etc.while their kid(s) have fun, learn and are in good hands (all NetGen Tennis BASH staff and volunteers have 
passed background checks (paid for by the USTA)). 

Recommended Entry Fee = $10-$20 

 

 

FACILITY:  

PRO:  

EMAIL:  


